
ARTH 490: Museum Internship 
 
Internship Essay Supervisor: Dana Broadbent, dana.broadbent@mail.mcgill.ca 
 
Evaluation  
Assignment Value Due Date 
Assessment by Host Institution 35% as available 
Journal Summary 15% Sept. 24th, 2010 
Museum Internship Research Essay 50% Dec. 3rd, 2010 
 
 
Assignment Descriptions and Interim Due Dates 
Journal Summary, due Sept. 24th, 2010.  
Please write approximately three pages describing the type of institution you attended and its 
mandate, the position you held as an intern, what you were responsible for and some of your daily 
tasks or projects. You should reflect on what you feel you learned from the experience about 
museums as places of work and as public institutions.  
3 pages, by email 
 
Essay Prospectus, due Nov. 1st , 2010. 
Please provide the following, for discussion in a subsequent meeting: 
-an introductory paragraph and proposed argument 
-a paragraph outlining the topic and the direction your research will take, or relevant evidence 
you’ve collected and wish to integrate 
-a list of sources you have used or plan to use, annotated wherever possible 
3 pages, by email 
 
Peer Review Session – optional, week of November 25th  
Essays will be exchanged electronically in groups of four. Evaluation criteria will be provided to 
everyone and returned to peers. 
 
Final Draft of the Museum Internship Research Essay, due Dec. 3rd, 2010. 
The Museum Internship Research Essay is a research paper that requires you to develop a thesis 
about some aspect of museum practice (exhibition, curation, collections management, collecting 
practices, museum education, policies or politics of audience or viewership, conservation or 
maintenance, etc.). It can relate directly to something you experienced in your placement, but 
doesn’t have to. There is no geographical or temporal limit to the paper, except for those logical 
limits you choose yourself in order to make the argument coherent. 
10 pages, paper copy to be placed in department lock box before 3:30pm 
 
Submission Format: 12pt Times New Roman font, double spaced, 1” margins. Printed copies 
should be double-sided. Please use Chicago Style Citation with either footnotes or endnotes and 
include a list of works cited at the end of the essay. For a quick guide see, 
<www.mcgill.ca/files/library/ChicagoNBStyle2007.pdf>. Please do not include a cover page; 
simply place your name, instructor’s name (Broadbent/Hilsdale), course title and number, and 
submission date at the top left corner. For an example see 
<instruct.uwo.ca/english/234e/site/guidelns/smplessy/smplessy1.html>.  
For email submissions please save and attach the files to an email as RTF, Word 97, or as a PDF, 
as my computer does not open files with a “.docx” extension. I will reply within 24 hours to say 
that I received and successfully opened the file. Please contact me if you don’t receive a reply. 
 



Texts on museological topics, for your reference, on hold in McLennan: 
 
Bettina Carbonell ed. Museum Studies: An Anthology of Contexts (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing 

ltd., 2004) 

Tim Barringer and Tom Flynn eds. Colonialism and the Object: Empire, Material Culture and the 
Museum (New York: Routledge, 1998). 

Donald Preziosi and Claire Farago eds. Grasping the World : the Idea of the Museum 
(Burlington, VT : Ashgate Pub., 2004). 

Andrew McClellan, Art and its Publics : Museum Studies at the Millennium (Malden, MA 
: Blackwell Pub., 2003). 


